Post MSW Fellowships

American Case Management Association Social Work Fellowship
New York City, NY

Description:
This nine-month fellowship provides hospital social work and case management practice in NYU Langone Medical Center. Fellows gain enhanced credibility and recognition while working in a hospital setting including training, project work, research and formal presentations.

Deadline: March

Contacts: SWFellowship@acmaweb.org

American Psychoanalytic Association Fellowship Program
Boston, MA

Description:
This fellowship provides additional knowledge of psychoanalysis for psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers. Fellows are paired with mentors and allowed opportunities to present research. Social Work applicants must demonstrate pursuit of psychoanalysis in one or more areas: at minimum, a part-time appointment with an academic department; a position in training, leadership, public policy, or research; or in an interdisciplinary position offering opportunity to teach through didactics or consultation

Application Deadline: early February

Additional information link:
http://www.apsa.org/programs/fellowship_Program.aspx

Cambridge Health Alliance for Psychotherapy and Victims of Violence Program
Cambridge, MA

Description:
This fellowship provides clinical training to promote the use of psychosocial and systems knowledge and approaches to maximize the health and functioning of patients and families throughout the life cycle. Training emphasizes respect for autonomy and strengths while utilizing community supports.

Contact: Judy Howe, LICSW (617) 665-2418
Children’s Hospital Boston
Boston, MA

Description:
These fellowships offer training for clinical social workers in various areas of the hospital. For additional information contact the Social Work Training Program at swtraininginfo@childrens.harvard.edu

Application Deadline: late February

Council on Social Work Education
Various Locations

Description:
CSWE provides numerous funding opportunities for students and faculty members. The website below provides application materials and contact information.

Additional information link:
http://www.cswe.org/centersinitiatives/scholarshipsandfellowships.aspx

Counseling and Psychological Services Post-MSW Fellowship
Ann Arbor, MI

Description:
This two-year fellowship through the University of Michigan provides training in assessment, diagnosis and treatment of college students. Fellows participate in individual and group sessions, supervision, and crisis counseling.

Additional information link:
http://www.umich.edu/~caps/postmsw.html

Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute Graduate Health Fellowship
Washington, D.C.
Description:
This fellowship seeks to enhance leadership abilities, strengthen professional skills and equip Latino professionals in underserved public policy issue areas. The nine-month fellowship places participants in various areas such as congressional offices, committees, or federal agencies.

Deadline: mid-February

Additional information link:
http://www.chci.org/fellowships/page/chci-graduate-health-fellowship

Emory Student Health and Counseling Services Post-MSW Fellowship
Atlanta, GA

Description:
This twelve-month fellowship is designed for pre-licensed clinical social workers to deepen skills using brief therapy and longer-term psychotherapy. Fellows work in a clinical setting engaging clients in individual, couples and group therapy.

Additional information link:
http://studenthealth.emory.edu/cs/cs_training_social_work.php

Episcopal Service Corps
Various Locations

Description:
This program offers learning experiences for young adults in working for social justice and developing leadership skills in the paradigm of servant leadership. The program offers an increase in spiritual awareness based in the Episcopal Church.

Additional information link:
http://www.episcopalservicecorps.org/

Foreign Language and Area Studies Graduate Fellowship
Various Locations

Description:
These fellowships offer graduate students undergoing training in modern foreign languages and international studies. Fellows are trained to be qualified experts whose knowledge significantly influences business, government and higher education communities.

Additional information link:
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/iegpsflasf/index.html
Global Health Fellows Program
Washington, D.C.

Description:
The US Agency for International Development provides this fellowship to create talented global health professionals using the evidence-based best practices. Areas of expertise include HIV/AIDS, family planning/reproductive health, maternal and child health, malaria and TB.

Additional information link:
http://www.ghfp.net/

Harvard Vanguard Medical Associates Behavioral Health Fellowship
Cambridge, MA

Description:
This year long fellowship that places Master’s level prepared social workers in a Behavioral Health Department at Harvard Vanguard Medical Associates. Under the guidance of supervision, fellows gain experience in time-sensitive models of care in managed care practice such as group therapy, couples treatment, substance abuse and psychopharmacology.

Contact: Jamie_Kotch@harvardpilgrim.org

Additional information link:
http://www.populationmedicine.org/content/custompage.asp?CPID=3&CID=14&Sub=Y

Health and Aging Policy Fellowship
Washington, D.C.

Description:
This fellowship offers the opportunity to receive experience in development and implementation of policies that impact older Americans. Fellows in this 9-12 month program participate in either Federal or state level legislation in Congress, professional agencies, and policy organizations or policy projects through brief placements during the year at relevant sites.

Deadline: May

Additional information link:
http://www.healthandagingpolicy.org/index.html

Interdisciplinary Fellowship in Substance Abuse Treatment
Seattle, WA
Description:
The VA Puget Sound Health Care System emphasizes clinical experience such as case management, assessment, and treatment planning for one year. Fellows engage in training, research, seminars and supervision.

Deadline: April

Contact:
John S. Baer, Ph.D.
Addictions Treatment Center (S-116-ATC)
VA Medical Center
1660 South Columbian Way
Seattle, Washington 98108
John.Baer@va.gov

Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Public Policy Fellowship
Washington, D.C.

Description:
This fellowship gives professionals in the field of mental retardation exposure to public policy. Fellows work with a congressional committee or federal department.

Deadline: August

Additional information link:
http://www.jpkf.org/

Mandel Center for Nonprofit Organizations (Case Western Reserve University)
Various Locations

Additional information link:
http://www.case.edu/mandelcenter/career/careerlinks/internshipfellowship.htm

Menninger Postgraduate Fellowship Program
Houston, TX

Description:
This fellowship offers training with the interdisciplinary expertise and collaboration through the Baylor Psychiatric Clinic for outpatient services or the Menninger Clinic inpatient services. Fellows receive much attention to providing careful and thorough diagnosis and compassionate client-centered patient care.

Additional information link:
http://www.menningerclinic.com/education/postgraduate_socialwork.htm
National Association of Social Workers Foundation National Programs
Various Locations

Additional information link:
http://www.naswfoundation.org/national.asp

Pre-Doctoral Psychology Internship
Boulder, CO

Description:
This fellowship offers training at the Psychological Health and Psychiatry unit of the Wardenburg Student Health Center at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Fellows receive supervised clinical experience, multidisciplinary training, and selected opportunities with psychiatry and primary care.

Contact: Mark Grassman: mark.grassman@colorado.edu

Additional information link:
http://healthcenter.colorado.edu/about-us/jobvolunteer-opportunities/

National Gay and Lesbian Task Force Summer Academy Fellowship
New York, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, or Minneapolis, MN

Description:
This 10 week social justice fellowship provides opportunities for experience with capacity builders or professional organizers. Fellows work on campaigns that impact the LGBT movement, work in religious and spiritual communities, or collaborate on the development of training and curriculums.

Deadline: March

Additional information link:
http://www.thetaskforce.org/about_us/interns_and_fellows/academy_fellowship

Presidential Management Intern Program
Washington, D.C.

Description:
This training program provides opportunities for graduates interested in working with the federal government. The learning focuses on analysis and management of public policy.

Additional information link:
http://www.pmf.gov/
**Rose and Jacob Ruderman Post MSW Fellowship in Gerontological Social Work**
Boston, MA

Description:
This 10 month fellowship teaches advanced level specialty skills of working with the elderly in a health care setting. Fellows engage in clinical practice, lectures/teaching rounds, and completion of a scholarly paper.

Additional information link:

**State Policy Fellowship Program**
Washington, D.C.

Description:
This two-year fellowship includes opportunities to examine policy challenges such as health care, taxes, anti-poverty, public safety and education. Fellows research and write analyses on current policy issues, brief policy makers, and serve as a resource for community groups and advocates.

Deadline: Open October – January

Additional information link:
http://www.cbpp.org/fellowship/application.htm

**UC Berkeley Post-MSW Fellowship in Clinical Social Work**
Berkeley, CA

Description:
This fellowship occurs in the Counseling and Psychological Services (CPS) and Social Services (SOS) of UC Berkeley’s campus. Fellows have the opportunity to engage college students in individual counseling, groups and workshops, crisis intervention, and case management while receiving intensive supervision, didactic seminars, and mentoring.

Deadline: February

Additional information link:
http://www.uhs.berkeley.edu/home/joinourteam/cps/mswintern/letter.shtml

**Wellstone Fellowship for Social Justice**
Washington, D.C.
Description:
This fellowship is designed to foster the advancement of social justice through health care advocacy for unique challenges facing communities of color. Families USA aims to train advocates from underrepresented economic, racial and ethnic minority groups, including American Indian & Alaska Native, Asian America, Black, Latino, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander.

Additional information link:  
http://www.familiesusa.org/fellowships/wellstone-fellowship.html

Yale Child-Study Center Post-MSW Graduate Training Center Fellowship  
New Haven, CT

Description:  
The Child Study Center provides training, clinical services for children and families and conducts research in child psychiatry and other related areas. Fellows practice in the outpatient or in-home family support services while receiving intensive supervision, didactic trainings, and observing senior clinicians.

Additional information link:  
http://childstudycenter.yale.edu/swfellowship/index.aspx

Yale Psychiatry School of Medicine Postgraduate Fellowship in Social Work  
Hamden, CT

Description:  
Yale Behavioral Health offers fellowships in adult psychiatry, acute services, and adolescent school based services. Fellows participate in supervision, didactic trainings, grand rounds and team meetings.

Additional information link:  
http://www.umich.edu/~caps/post

Summer internships  
( Mostly Management and Community Practice Opportunities)

Local & North Carolina Based Opportunities

Carolina Center for Public Service (including Robert E. Bryan Public Service, UNC Entrepreneurial Public Service, & ACT OUT! Social Entrepreneur Fellowships; Ronald W. Hyatt Rotary Public Service Awards):  
http://www.unc.edu/cps/students-fellowships-index.php
U.S.-Based Internships & Fellowships

National Academy of Social Insurance (policy related paid internships on disability, social insurance and nonprofit-related public policy):
http://www.nasi.org/internship-opportunities

The Oregon Fellowships Program - Executive Leadership Institute
Mark O. Hatfield School of Government
Portland State University
http://www.pdx.edu/eli/oregon/fellowships/program

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Health Policy Fellows Program
http://www.healthpolicyfellows.org/fellowship_info.php

New York City – City Government Summer Internships

Federal Government Summer Jobs/Internships:
http://www.usajobs.gov/EI/summeremployment.asp#icc (basic information about how to use http://www.usajobs.gov/studentjobs/ as a portal for searching for internship opportunities)

Specific Federal Agencies

Administration on Aging: http://www.aoa.gov/AoARoot/About/Jobs/internship.aspx

Dept. of Health & Human Services – Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships:
http://www.hhs.gov/fbci/about/volunteer/fbci-intern.html


Office on Women’s Health: http://www.womenshealth.gov/owh/about/intern.cfm

State Department: http://www.careers.state.gov/students/programs.html

U.S Soccer Foundation
Washington, D.C.

Description:
The US Soccer Foundation seeks to improve the health and well being of children in urban disadvantaged areas through youth development and social change. Interns will have the opportunity to work with a wide range of projects such as Programs, Grants, Development, Communications and Legal/Operations.

Contacts: jobs@ussoccerfoundation.org
Additional information link:
http://www.ussoccerfoundation.org/site/c.iplQKXOvFoG/b.6769325/k.B759/Summer_Internship.htm

**International Internships & Other Learning Opportunities**

**UNC Global Education Center:**
http://cgi.unc.edu/funding/internship-award-grad.html (DEADLINE IS USUALLY IN FEBRUARY OR MARCH)

**UNC Global Health Internships** (includes great links to several external opportunities as well):
http://www.sph.unc.edu/globalhealth/students/student_funding.html#grad

**Catholic Relief Services International Development Fellows Program:**
http://crs.org/about/careers/fellowships/

**Boise State School of Social Work – Study in Mexico Program**
http://www.boisestate.edu/socwork/academics/mexico/index.htm

**UNC School of Social Work Study Abroad:** http://ssw.unc.edu/programs/study_abroad

**International NGO Internship Programs:**

Anti-Slavery: http://www.antislavery.org/english/what_you_can_do/volunteer.aspx

CARE: http://tbe.taleo.net/NAS/ats/careers/jobSearch.jsp?org=CAREUSA&cws=8

CDS International: http://www.cdsintl.org/

Save the Children (use job search tool with an “internship” filter):
http://hostedjobs.openhire.com/epostings/submit.cfm?company_id=15604&version=1


World Vision:
http://www.worldvision.org/content.nsf/about/internships?Open&lpos=lt_txt_Internships

*This is just a small sample; most large international NGOs have summer internship programs*

**General Information about Internships (e.g. online directories, tips, tutorials):**

http://www.brandeis.edu/hiatt/students/experiential/internships/index.html (includes a “How to Find an Internship” online tutorial and a link for considering international internships)

http://internationalcenter.umich.edu/swt/work/options/socialwork.html#employment
http://www.cie.uci.edu/prospective/iopother/intern.shtml


http://www.jmu.edu/cap/resource_center/internship_websites.htm